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Wee Li Lin
It was only a matter of time before a female
director with a unique voice burst onto
the scene. Li Lin has started to carve a

name for herself as one of the most prolific
directors in Singapore, and her rise to
prominence is very welcome in an industry
that desperately needs more female voices.
She started offin the local film industry at
a time when short films were starting to
take offand more short fi1ms were being
made. Her first short film, Norman on the
Air, made in 1997, snagged an award at the
Singapore International Film Festival. It
was about a frustrated young man calling
a radio station to tell everyone about his
shabby romantic life during a live broadcast
She soon followed up her successful debut
with Another Guy in 1999, about a regular
man unable to come to grips with real life,
and Lunch Time in 2000, about a deluded
waitress who fantasises about a customer
who shows no interest in her. They are
followed by Home Maker, A11 My Presents,
and then Holiday, featuring Adrian Pang.
In 2003, Li Lin did one more short film,
Autograph Book (which is available on
DVD along with a couple of other short
films, do check it out), before graduating to
features.

Li Lin's short Iilms are characterised by a
warmer, more personal and intimate tone.
Unlike many films in the late'90s and the
early part of the new century, her shorts
were less occupied with exploring political
issues or being a study on local society. She

had, and still has, a gentler aesthetic in the
way she directs her fi1ms.

Her two features, Gone Shopping and
Forever (recently out on DVD), marked her
flrst attempts at social commentary through
her films; she does so, however, without the
kind ofgritty and hard-hitting rub-it-your-
face-approach that sometimes feels like
one is getting preached at, but her subtle
comedic touch is still at work here. She
often uses the smallest gestures to hint at a
bigger social problem.

Li Lin's cumulative achievements recently
received an honorary award at the second
edition ofthe Singapore Short Film Awards.
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